Abstract. Aiming at rapid ship target detection and movement parameter estimation in highresolution satellite image, this paper firstly analyzes marine and continental background image features. Furthermore, based on pixel gradient extraction and edge detection techniques, this paper extracts the ship target with the gradient map-based double threshold segmentation detection method. On the basis of utilizing three linear CCD shooting function of ALOS satellite, it finally proposes the method to rapidly estimate the movement parameter of the target ship by taking advantages of the long shooting interval.
Introduction
Along with rapid development of high-resolution satellite, detection and parameter estimation against the moving target by high-resolution visible images gradually becomes a focus of study. How to rapidly acquire movement parameter of suspicious target has great military significance on our security defense. Among domestic and overseas studies on detection and movement parameter estimation of the moving ship target, a majority focuses on use of the methods such as SAR satellite images, GPSlocators measurement or sound intensity vector measurement [3, 4, 5, 6] , while studies on moving target parameter estimation by using visible images are relatively fewer. Literature [1] proposes that recording time difference of QUICKBIRD panchromatic / multispectral image can be used to fuse the pixel of two images. The images fused will produce double images against the moving target and parameter estimation of the target can be carried out by calculating the number of pixels of double images. In literature [2] , the ship velocity is calculated by using kelvin-bridge to extract transverse wavelength of wake stream of the ship during movement, namely Kelvin wake. Among the above literatures, the method proposed in literature [1] requires a series of image fusion calculation, which is too cumbersome. Furthermore, due to short shooting interval of QUICKBIRD, only high-speed targets including automotive and aircrafts can be processed by parameter estimation. As for method in literature [2] , image quality is stressed and the error is relatively large. This paper proposes the method that is to estimate the parameters of the target ship movement by using three stereograms taken by ALOS satellite. After extracting ocean background from three calibrated stereograms and detecting the interested moving target, it finally achieves movement parameter estimation of target ship by using the feature of long shooting interval.
Target ship detection
The In the typical marine and continental background images, there are obvious land and sea features. The sea areas show gentle gray change and uniform gray distribution, while the land areas show dramatic gray change and large gray distribution span. Thus, after obtaining of image gradient value with Sobel operator, the land and the sea can be separated by using double threshold detection method and the ship target can be detected with canny operator after extraction of sea areas. Finally, satellite three-stereogram shooting principle is utilized to estimate the velocity parameter of the moving ship target. Specific flow chart goes as follows: 
Double threshold segmentation detection method
In satellite images with marine and continental background, the continental background has distinct complex boundary image, while the marine background has weak boundary image. Thus, the double threshold segmentation detection method is selected in this paper. Firstly, the Sobel operator is used to obtain image gradient, followed by use of two thresholds with different levels for image processing. Then, the connected domain of nonzero pixels corresponding to low threshold image is found by using the high threshold image and land areas are recognized with corrosion and dilation method to achieve segmentation of land and sea.
Sobel operator is used to obtain gradient magnitude, which is considered as boundary image. 3 × 3 template is selected to calculate the gradient value in each pixel, with the formula going as follows: 
Where, i ，(i = 1 … … .8) is the pixel value in the connected domain around the central point; and are respectively horizontal and vertical gradients and ( , ) is the gradient value of the central pint (x，y). After acquiring the boundary image, the image is processed by double threshold segmentation and two threshold with different values, 1 and 2 , are selected, of which 1 > 2 . The specific steps are as follows: 1) A threshold 1 = 0.4 is set for boundary image. Pixels below 1 are filtered out to obtain the high-threshold boundary diagram, where the distinct boundary image of land areas is retained while weaker boundary image of sea areas is filtered out. 2) A threshold 2 = 0.035 is set for boundary image. Due to low threshold, most of boundary images are retained, as shown in Fig. 4; 3) The connected domain corresponding to non-zero pixel in the high threshold map is found out in low threshold map to identify the land areas, as shown in Fig.5 
4)
Land areas are identified after the image is processed by corrosion and dilation. Although the ship target has a certain gradient value, the land areas can be obtained with the ship target reserved because the land area is much larger than the area of ship target to finally acquire marine and continental segmentation image, as shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 3High threshold boundary map Fig. 4 Low threshold boundary map 
Ship target extraction
In the case where the marine background is separated from the continental background, the ship target has been more obvious. However, the wave texture and random noise in the marine background case will affect the detection result of the target, among which the wave texture and the wake have the maximum impact on target detection. Firstly, simple grey filter can be used. The grey threshold is proven to be optimal at 0.7, when there is a small amount of large noise in the image. Then, Gauss smooth filter is used to better filter out the noisy points. Finally, canny operator boundary detection technique is used to rapidly extract the ship target position, as shown in Fig. 7 . 
ALOS parameters
ALOS is an earth observing satellite in Japan, which is equipped with panchromatic remote sensing stereotelemeter(PRISM) and is mainly used for digital elevation mapping. PRISM has three independent cameras to observe substellar point, forward and rear points, acquiring threedimensional images along the track. Spatial resolution of substellar point is 2.5m, and shooting intervals of such three cameras is 10 minutes. When the same area is screened, three displacements will be produced to the moving target. After obtaining the number of pixels of such three displacement with relevant algorithm, velocity of the moving target can be estimated.
Satellite image processing
1) Three stereograms of the same area is extracted in this paper. Due to different shooting angles, grey values will be different. Thus, such three images have to be calibrated. Just as shown in the figure, significant displacement happens.
2)
After calibration, the fore-going detection methods and the following formula are used to process such three views:
Where ， ， are pixel matrixes respectively for substellar point, forward and rear views and P is the processing result. 
Ship target velocity parameter estimation
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the ship target is well preserved and the distance among each target is clearly visible, which is convenient to estimate the velocity with satellite parameters. According to relevant materials, as the angle of the satellite is ±23.8 degree and the shooting height is 691.65km, the shooting interval difference is 10 minutes. After that, the number of pixels at each displacement of three targets can be calculated with relevant software and the distance is obtained with image resolution to finally estimate the velocity parameter of each target, with results shown as follows:
4 Conclusion: Target parameter estimation of high-resolution remote sensing image has always been a focus of image study. Traditional detection methods tend to be complicated with low practicality. Based on the previous literatures, this paper firstly segments marine and continental backgrounds in the satellite image taken by three line array with double threshold segmentation method and then detects the target with canny operator. Finally, it extracts relevant data after overlapping and processing three views to rapidly and effectively acquire the ship target velocity parameter by combing with satellite parameters. The method proposed in this paper is proven to have high practical value and can provide reference for further high-resolution satellite imagery target parameters estimation.
